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ABSTRACT

We address the problem of entity extraction with a very few exam-

ples and address it with an information retrieval approach. Existing

extraction approaches consider millions of features extracted from

a large number of training data cases. Typically, these data cases

are generated by a distant supervision approach with entities in

a knowledge base. After that a model is learned and entities are

extracted. However, with extremely limited data a ranked list of

relevant entities can be helpful to obtain user feedback to get more

training data. As Information Retrieval (IR) is a natural choice for

ranked list generation, we explore its effectiveness in such a limited

data case. To this end, we propose SearchIE, a hybrid of IR and NLP

approach that indexes documents represented using handcrafted

NLP features. At query time SearchIE samples terms from a Logistic

Regression model trained with extremely limited data. We explore

SearchIE’s potential by showing that it supersedes state-of-the-art

NLP models to find civilians killed by US police officers with only

a single civilian name as example.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Consider a user searching for a list of civilians killed by Police, who

issues that query to a search engine. She lands on a web page where

she finds the sentence: łOn March 1, 2000, just a few days after a

jury acquitted the four police officers who killed Amadou Diallo, an

undercover cop shot and killed 23-year-old Malcolm Ferguson at

his Bronx home.ž1.

1https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/07/18/killed-by-the-nypd-black-men_n_
5600045.html
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Now, the user has one sentence with a couple of positive in-

stances and a query to express her information need. She wants

to build a model that would be able to extract more entities like

Amadou Diallo and Malcom Ferguson. Entities such as these do not

have a Wikipedia page as they are not popular entities. Hence, we

cannot adopt entity retrieval based approaches that depend upon

searching through knowledge base or articles on entities organized

by entity categories [12]. Entity co-occurrence based models would

suffer from lower precision if the co-occurring entity is too generic,

such as Bronx that occurs in numerous contexts [2].

Another way to approach this problem is to construct a weakly

supervised training dataset and estimate a statistical NLP model

(e.g., feature-rich logistic regression, CNN, CRF) [6]. A weakly su-

pervised dataset is usually constructed by automatically labeling

sentences with relevant entities from a knowledge base or a histor-

ical list. In the case of our example, the lack of a manually curated

historical database of police killing would make this process infea-

sible.

Active Learning (AL) based approaches could also be used in this

setting to gather informative training data [11]. But a statistical

model estimated using extremely limited data would be ineffective

in determining informative examples for annotation. Given the

circumstances, it is rather important to address the seed selection

problem for AL to feed the learner with more positive examples [3].

We propose to construct a retrieval model using extremely limited

data and rank sentences based on their likelihood of containing a

police killing event and the entities involved with it. We score per-

son entities from the top-k sentences in the ranked list to construct

a ranked list of candidate entities. We assume that a user would be

able to find more seeds by by inspecting the ranked list of entities.

We expect that this retrieval based seed selection approach would

help to bootstrap a classifier to effectively perform AL. Overall,

by incorporating ideas from NLP and IR this study answers the

following research questions:

• Given an extremely limited number of examples as input,

how do extraction models perform compared to retrieval

models in finding and ranking more entities similar to the

examples?

• To take a retrieval approach, how can we effectively use the

input examples to construct a search query? How effective

is it to use only the surface form of the examples as a query?

Can we use the surface forms along with a user provided

keyword query such as łfind me civilians killed by police"?

• Can we use NLP features computed from the sentences con-

taining the examples as search query terms? How can we

select terms from features and how can we construct a re-

trieval index for such query terms?



2 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND APPROACH

We assume a user wants to extract list L of entities from a large

sentence corpus S . The user provides a query q and a few exemplars

E ⊂ L annotated in a set of sentences SE ⊂ S . Our task is to provide

a framework using which the user would be able to efficiently and

effectively retrieve all other elements of L ś i.e., L−E. In the extreme

case, we will have q and one exemplar annotated in a sentence.

The output of such a system is measured by the number of unique

relevant entities retrieved at the top ranks. The reason behind

constructing a high precision system is to enable and support user

feedback. With user feedback on retrieved entities it is possible to

get more training data and build robust model that do not overfit

[7] [4]. This work only considers the initial retrieval step and leaves

approaches for interaction to future work.

2.1 Proposed Retrieval Approach

In this section, we describe SearchIE, our retrieval approach for

Information Extraction (IE) with extremely limited data. A similar

approach was explored by Foley et al. [5] but it was focused on

named entity recognition and did not index long-range features

such as different length paths in a dependency parse tree of a

sentence. Sarwar et al. [10] approached a similar problem with

term relevance feedback from users which is costly to obtain in

practice. We require no feedback from the users in the pre-retrieval

stage and approach a contemporary extraction task. In the next

subsections we describe the sentence retrieval and indexing as well

as entity scoring approach.

2.1.1 Sentence Indexing. We propose to index sentences by con-

sidering extracted NLP features as terms. Even though complex

NLP features appear as a sequence of unigram, bigram, POS tag

or Named Entity tags, we consider each part of the sequence as a

term and index a sentence against them. For example, if a sentence

contains two features: łfamily, NN, TARGET, NNP, shot, VBNž, and

łPERSON, speaks, tož, the sentence is treated as a bag of terms, B =

{family, NN, TARGET, NNP, shot, VBN, PERSON, speaks, to} and

the sentence is indexed against these terms. The sequence of these

terms is preserved using a positional index that stores the positions

of the terms in a document along with the terms themselves. A

sample TREC style document with terms as features is shown in

Figure 1.

The indexing approach is limited to entity types. This study

assumes that we are searching for PERSON entities. At the time

of indexing a sentence, all the person names in that sentence are

replaced with the token PERSON. Finally, each PERSON token is

replaced with a TARGET token in turn to create a mention. As a

result, we have m mentions of a sentence if there are m person

names in that sentence. For each mention in a sentence we extract

features and by concatenating all the features from all the mentions

in a sentence we create a large łdocumentž from the sentence. We

index that document against the DOCNO, and store the person

names against that DOCNO.

2.1.2 Sentence Retrieval. Given surface forms of k example

entities E = {e1, e2, . . . , ek }, we find the set of sentences X =

{xe1 ,xe2 , . . . ,xek }, where these surface forms appear. A mention,

M
x
j
ei

of entity ei is constructed by taking a single sentence x
j
ei ∈ xei

Figure 1: A TREC document created from a sentence. In this

document, DOCNO is the sentence ID, NAME field contains

a person name, TEXT field contains the original sentence,

and FEATURE field contains the features extracted from the

sentence using feature templates shown in 2.

and replacing the entity surface form ei in that sentence with the

token łTARGETž. Now, mentionM
x
j
ei

becomes a positive training

instance from which we can extract features. We extract the fea-

tures mentioned in a study of identifying victims of police killing

done by Keith et al. [6]. As we use their publicly available dataset,

we compute the same features at indexing time and index sentences

against those features.

Given the sentence set X we form the training dataset DTR =
⋃k
i=1

⋃ |xei |

j=1 M
x
j
ei

and use the feature function f : M
x
j
ei

∈ DTR →

F to generate features from a mention. Then we label all of these

mentions as positive with probability Q . The negative instances of

our training set is also formed by considering all these mentions

as negatives with probability 1 −Q . We take this specific approach

because our training data is weakly supervised i.e. an entity can

appear in different contexts in different sentences. Then we learn a

logistic regression model on DTR . We use the following objective

function that takes into account the weights of the samples:

L(w) =

m
∑

j

log(1 + e−yjw
T
xjQ

[yj =1](1−Q )[yj =−1] ) + λw2

For binary classification, a trained logistic regression model is

a vector of weights. We only select a subset of features ordered

by their weights and use those features as query to our retrieval

system. However, we again create a term based representation of a

feature as discussed in 2.1.1 that turns a feature into a bag-of-words.

However, sequence of these words are important as some of the

features are generated by traversing a dependency tree. In this

case, we take the advantage of a widely studied proximity search

approach that takes the number of words that can appear between

the bag of words in a query as input [9].

2.1.3 Entity Scoring. For retrieving the entity list we first re-

trieve the top n sentences using our proposed IR model. Then we

simply count the number of occurrences of each of the names in

those sentences and rank those names by their frequency. It is easy

for us to find those names as the target entities in our dataset are

persons and NER taggers are quite accurate in annotating them.

However, for arbitrary entity types this approach cannot currently

be applied as entity type detection from free text is very challenging.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section we discuss the dataset, our example based query

sampling process, and baselines.



Figure 2: Feature Templates [6]

3.1 Dataset

We evaluated our approach on cross-document entity-event ex-

traction for police fatalities dataset created by Keith et al. [6]. The

training examples of this dataset are Fatal Encounter (FE) knowl-

edge base (human curated) entities collected from Jan, 2000 to Aug,

2016. The goal is to find the names of civilians killed by police in the

period (Sep, 2016 - Dec, 2016) from Google News data. 258 entities

from FE knowledge base were found in Google news data in that

period of time.

Mentions of training examples were found in Google News data

(Jan, 2016 - Aug, 2016) and sentences with positive mentions were

extracted. Sentences with negative mentions contained person enti-

ties that were not available in the FE knowledge base. Even though

this approach does not take advantage of all the examples available

in the history, it was shown to be sufficient for model training

[6]. As a result, the historical database contained 17,219 civilians

and the training example set could only cover 916 of them. A full

description of the dataset can be obtained from the work of Keith et

al. [6]. The test example set covered 258 entities and their mentions

are found from the news corpus of September, 2016 to December,

2016. Sentences that did not contain mentions from the FE database

became the negative training data for both train and test splits.

To take the SearchIE approach, we constructed a corpus of

164,871 sentences by unifying all the training and test sentences.

We indexed those sentences using the Indri Search Framework.

We index both the original sentence and the feature based rep-

resentation of the sentence. In fact a sentence becomes a large

łdocumentž of features and we index sentences against those fea-

tures (see Section 2.1.1 for details on feature index construction).

Feature extraction templates are listed in Figure 2, taken from Keith

el al. [6].

The index contained approximately 146 million terms among

which there were only 87 thousand unique terms. We also con-

structed a text-only index containing 5 million terms with 76 thou-

sand unique terms. The reason behind constructing a text-only in-

dex is to compare the performance of corresponding feature based

index in terms of extraction performance.

3.2 Query Construction

Our queries are examples ś names of civilians in the context of this

dataset. We randomly sample 30 names from a set of all the civilian

names in the training (916) and test (258) data. Then we create 50

k-example queries by random selection from
(30
k

)

possibilities. As a

result, we have 50 queries for number of examples ranging from

1 to 30. Note that all of the 50 queries for 30-examples queries are

the same. The queries and other data used in our experiments have

been released publicly.2

At the time of evaluation, for SearchIE and all other baselines,

no credit was given to a system for retrieving entities belonging to

the set of examples since the examples are already known.

3.3 Baselines

We experiment and compare the effectiveness of SearchIE with both

ad-hoc IR (Information Retrieval) and IE (Information Extraction)

baselines. We considered Query Likelihood (QL) [8] and Relevance

Model 3 (RM3) [1] as IR baselines and we used the model proposed

by Keith et al. [6] as our IE baseline. For convenience, we refer to

this model as Weak-LR: a logistic regression model that is trained

on weakly supervised data. The performance of Weak-LR is driven

by a soft labeling approach, which assumes a mention sentence

to be positive with some confidence. Even though Weak-LR is the

state-of-the-art for this dataset, it was not designed for and has not

previously been tested in the limited examples scenario.

Our baseline models take different types of inputs based on their

solution approach. IR models take user-specified keywords con-

catenated with examples as query. We used three keywords for the

user-specified query: civilians, police, killed. Weak-LR and SearchIE

takes only examples as input. The output of SearchIE and other IR

approaches is a ranked list of sentences, from which a ranked list of

entities is computed using the approach of Section 2.1.3. Weak-LR

outputs probabilities for all the mentions generated from a sentence

and we perform mention level aggregation to generate a score for

that sentence. Givenm mentions generated from a sentence, the

probability for each of those mentions is computed, and the maxi-

mum of those probabilities is selected as the score for that sentence.

Finally, sentences are ordered based on scores and entity ranked

list is constructed using the same frequency based aggregation ap-

proach we used for SearchIE and all other baselines to ensure fair

comparison.

3.4 Experimental Result

3.4.1 Feature Effectiveness. We ranked the features based on

their weights estimated from our Logistic Regression model. Some

of the highest ranked features resulted from training with 30 exam-

ples are: (TARGET, TARGET O, police, TARGET NN, shot, TARGET

NNP, police NN, officers NNS, killed VBN). Some of the lowest

ranked features from the same model are: (PERSON NN Talks NNS

TO, county NNP courthouse NN, supporters NNS, of cumberland

county, supporters 18 on 17, talks to supporters, PERSON talks to,

vigil NN case following VBG, steps NNS det the DT). The high-

est ranked features are more general ś recall oriented. The lowest

ranked features, which we reject at the time of forming the search

2https://github.com/sarwar187/SearchIE
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